DETECT,
PREDICT
AND MITIGATE

COUNTERTACK - THE ENDPOINT AND NETWORK
DETECTION AND MITIGATION PLATFORM
The GoSecure POWERED BY COUNTERTACK vision is a more effective, easy to implement, and affordable model for delivering enterprise-wide security. The technology behind our vision is CounterTack, the Endpoint and Network Detection
platform. The platform integrates a full stack of detection technologies with predictive analytics. It provides security
analysts with the visibility needed to deliver timely and effective threat response and mitigation.
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▫ Endpoint Protection

▫ Network Protection

▫ In-Memory Detection
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According to Gartner, Next Generation EPP integrates multiple
endpoint technologies into a single consolidated solution. The
CounterTack platform delivers the three pillars of endpoint security - NextGen Antivirus, Endpoint Detection and Response,
and Insider Threat Detection. Combined, they deliver full spectrum threat detection to expose new malware, ransomware,
and fileless threats that circumvent legacy endpoint solutions.
The platform integrates robust network threat detection.
Full Packet Capture, Intrusion Detection, Log Capture and
Sandbox provide detailed visibility into suspicious behaviors
on the network. Combined with Endpoint protection, the platform extends detection across the entire path of a threat to
trace root causes and isolate advanced persistent threats.
The Platform features the only true in-memory threat detection
technology. CounterTack’s patented Digital DNA is the predictive engine driving our solution. New malware variants apply obfuscation, encryption and polymorphing to evade detection from traditional endpoint technologies. However, malware
must be loaded into memory, unaltered, in order to execute.
CounterTack Digital DNA is the only solution that detects and
alerts on malicious behavior in memory. It scans live memory,
reverse engineers suspicious code and then predicts its malicious intentions.
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The Predictive Analytics engine delivers the visibility needed
to proactively identify, prioritize and mitigate today’s advanced
threats. Advanced attacks start out as suspicious behaviors
that provide early warning if you know what to look for. Many
attacks include living-off-the-land techniques utilizing common
pen testing and system admin tools. The problem facing Security Analysts is separating legitimate tool use from malicious
use and avoiding a flood of false positives.

The Behavior Timeline Graph applies a holistic and explainable
analysis of suspicious behaviors to automatically filter out false
positives, identify real threats and accelerate remediation.
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The Relationship Graph displays all behavioral elements, in relationship, to pinpoint the root cause of a threat. Analysts can
investigate the trail of TCP connections, PowerShell scripts,
password files accessed, etc. for faster and more effective
threat mitigation.

The Digital DNA Analysis dashboard combines In-memory behavior analysis, Machine Learning and Predictive Analytics to
analyze trait patterns, identify the capabilities of the code and
predict if it acts like Malware. It delivers the explainability to
easily identify false positives without wasted time and triage.

▫ Automated Response

The Platform’s automated remediation capabilities contain and
terminate known threats before they can execute. This allows
Security Analysts to focus on more advanced attacks requiring
their immediate attention. Automated remediation includes:
Killing suspicious processes, Quarantining infected endpoints
and Inoculating other endpoints against the threat.
The Platform also features advance remediation techniques
designed prevent or manipulate events by manipulating them
prior to processing by the operating system. Deny blocks access to a file, registry, remote endpoint and more. Delay specifies the time before the CounterTack sensor passes an operation through to the operating system. For example, specifying
the zipping of 25 files to take 20 minutes. Degrade manipulates File and Registry Read/Write operations.
For example, a random string of data is sent as the read data
matching the expected buffer without passing the operation to
the operating system.
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The Platform architecture consists of three components –
Endpoint sensors, collectors and the SAP HANA backend.
The sensor is a single consolidated sensor installed on each
endpoint. It is responsible for data collection and command
execution. The Sensor is a kernel-level driver that is tamper
proof, low impact and transparent to the user.

Collectors aggregate, store and forward threat data from
endpoint sensors to the SAP HANA backend.
This increases platform scalability in large enterprise environments. Each collector can support up to 2,500 endpoint
connections, which can be aggregated in to one backend
connection, to reduce network bandwidth consumption and
latency. Collectors can be deployed in remote locations to
provide distributed data collection. They also provide data
collection failover.
The Platform is powered by the SAP HANA backend. The
backend is the core analysis platform. It is responsible for data
ingestion, analytics and reporting.
It is also responsible for data export to the CounterTack console
and communication with 3rd party solutions.
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The SAP HANA backend makes the Platform the most scalable, reliable and high-performance solution available today.
CounterTack measures scalability by the variety of the data,
the depth of the data and the number of endpoints. Security
Analysts can configure how much data they want to collect
and how long they want to store it.
The CounterTack Platform are available in three options. Cloud
delivery combined with a single low-cost subscription results
in a low Total Cost of Ownership and a fast Time to Value.

▪ Detect More

▪ Mitigate

▪ Lower 		

A full stack of network
and endpoint technologies detects, alerts
and analyzes more
internal and external
threats.

We offer a comprehensive suite of
MDR services,staffed
with an experienced
threat team who will
own threat mitigation
and backed by
aggressive SLAs.

Cloud delivery reduces security operation costs and deliver fast time-to-value.
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To learn more about us : www.gosecure.net
About GoSecure POWERED BY COUNTERTACK
GoSecure POWERED BY COUNTERTACK, the leading provider of Predictive Endpoint Security Platform and MDR Services for the enterprise, today announced a major
new release of its open and flexible Endpoint Protection Platform, with a collection of security features focused on Interpretability: improving responsiveness while
greatly reducing the complexity that security analysts have to deal with to protect and manage their endpoints from advanced threats like memory mods, fileless
malware, ransomware and APTs.
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